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Let M and N be lattices on regular quadratic spaces over an algebraic number 
field and Jlr(M, N) the number of essentially distinct primitive representations 
of N by M. Conditions are given under which JV(M, N) can be expressed as a 
product of the corresponding local representation numbers M(Mp, Np). The 
related problem of extending an isometry between two regular sublattices of M 
to an element in the group of units of M is also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be an algebraic number field, S the set of discrete spots on F and o 
the ring of integers at S. V and W denote regular quadratic spaces over F, 
and A4 and N are o lattices on V and W, respectively. We say N is 
represented by M if there exists an injective isometry v : N + M; the 
representation is called primitive if (v(N)), is a primitive sublattice of MP 
for all p E S. Following Jones [4], two representations y1 and ~~ of N by A4 
are called essentially equal if there exists an isometry # in the orthogonal 
group O(V) such that $(M) = A4 and #P)~ = v2 . Otherwise the represen- 
tations are essentially distinct. Let M(M, N) be the number of essentially 
distinct primitive representations of N by M. In [4] it is shown that 
A’(M, N) is finite (when F is the field of rational numbers). We shall relate 
the global primitive representations of N by M to the local primitive 
representations of the oP lattice NP by MP , p E S, via a product formula. 
Our notation and terminology follows that in O’Meara [6], unless other- 
wise stated. 
Let MM, , NP) be the number of essentially distinct primitive represen- 
tations of NP by MP for p E S. Let Q be the set of all spots on F. To ensure 
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representations at Archimedean spots p E Sz - S of NP = W @ Fp by 
MP = V @ Fp , we will assume that 
Ofv) + WV) 3 r&J, pEQ-S, 
where r(Np) and i(NP) denote the rank and index of NP and i(MP) the index 
OfM,. 
The set of primitive representations of N by M is partitioned into 
Jfr(M, N) classes by the transitive action of the group of units 
O(M, o) = {# E O(V) / t,b(M) = M}. Let %Y(M, N) be the set of classes 
[%?(M, N) = o if there is no representation]. Similarly, for each p ES, 
the local primitive representations of the oP lattice NP by MP are partitioned 
into X(MP , NP) classes under the action of O(M, , oP); V&V, N) denotes 
the set of classes for p E S. Since essentially equal global representations 
are locally essentially equal at each p E S, we have a natural mapping 
where, for p ES, the p component of the image of a class in V?(M, N) is 
determined by the transitivity class in V&U, N) of the localization of any 
representation in the class. If .P is bijective, we have 
J’W, N) = n. J-W,, NV). 
7-s 
Our purpose here is to give conditions for I’ to be bijective. This reduces 
the determination of N(M, N) to the determination of Jlr(Mv , NV) for 
p E S. To compute M(Mv , NV) for p E S, we need to know the local 
conditions for two representations to be essentially equal. The theory here 
is not complete at dyadic spots, but the known results can be found in 
Band [l], James [3], Kneser [5] and the other references given there. The 
complexity of the local conditions make it difficult to obtain closed 
formulas for M(Mv , NV). However, for nondyadic spots with Mv uni- 
modular, we have X(Mv , NV) < 1, that is, any two primitive represen- 
tations are essentially equal. 
2. SURJECTIVITY OF r 
We now give conditions which ensure that I’ is surjective. These will be 
weaker than those required to make F injective. 
THEOREM 1. 
I’ : %‘(M, N) --f n V&V, N) 
PES 
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is surjective when 
(i) r(M) - r(N) b 3, 
(ii) i(M& + i(Np) > r(N) for p E 52 - S. 
Proof. At each p ES we are given a primitive representation 
xp:Np+Mp. Let xP(NP) = L, . We must construct a primitive represen- 
tation q : N -+ A4 such that, for each p ES, there exists pP E O(M, , oP) 
such that pPxP(z) = vP(z) for all z E NP . 
Since N is a lattice on W, by [6, 81:5] there is a fractional ideal a and 
a base z1 ,..., z, for W such that 
N= azl+oz,+ . ..+oz.. 
Let xP(zi) = xi(p) E VP , so that 
L, = apx,(P) + ~pXz-(PI + ... + opxr(P)~ p ES. 
By the HasseMinkowski theorem, I’ has a subspace U, spanned by 
Xl ,***, XT , such that BY& , xi) = Bw(zi , zi), 1 ,< i, j ,( r (where BY and 
Bw denote the bilinear forms on V and W, respectively). The local 
representations at Archimedean spots are ensured by (ii). 
Let P = ax, + ox2 + *** + ox, , and let T C S be the finite set of spots 
for which either aP # oP , or p is dyadic, or MP or Pp is not unimodular, 
or Pp is not contained in Mp , or Mp is not the or, lattice spanned by the 
base of V used for measuring norms II I] [6, Section IOIA]. By Witt’s 
theorem, there exists 19, E 0( VP) such that $,(xJ = x,(p) for 1 < i < r 
and p E T. Using (i) and [6,91:6], we may adjust each I!& by an element in 
0( VP’-) so that it has spinor norm 1. By the strong approximation theorem 
for rotations [6, 104:4], for given E > 0, there exists # E O(V) such that 
11 # - 13, /jr, -=c E for p E T and II I/J IIP = 1 for p ES - T. 
Define q~ : W-+ V by F(ZJ = #(xi), 1 < i 6 r. Then for p E T and 
sufficiently small E > 0, pP = t&,0;’ E 0( VP) is arbitrarily close to the 
identity mapping and hence pP E O(M, , oP). But now 
PPXP(4 = ~p~PIMPN = #P(Xi) = TW 
Hence xP and vP lie in the same class of V,(M, N). In particular, (p(N)), 
is a primitive sublattice of Mp for p E T. For p E S - T we have P, C Mp 
and I/ # I& = 1. Hence (C&V)), = y$,(PJ C Mp and consequently v(N) C M. 
Finally, (v(N)), is a primitive sublattice of Mp for p ES - T (since 
P, C Mp are both unimodular). Hence ,Q, and vP are in the same class of 
Fp(M, N) (there is only one). We therefore have a primitive representation 
y : N -+ M with all the required properties. It follows that l-’ is surjective. 
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3. WITT'S THEOREM AND THE JNJECTIVITY OF r 
Now let L be a regular sublattice of the regular lattice A4 on V and 
v : L + M an isometry that locally extends to an element yP in O(A4, , aP) 
at each p E S. When does y have a global extension to O(M, o) ? Sufficiency 
conditions for this Witt extension problem are exactly what is required to 
make r injective. 
Let L be a lattice on the subspace U of V. By Witt’s theorem, v : L + M 
has an extension 6 E O(V). We now seek x E 0( P’) that acts identically on U 
(and hence L) and such that 0x E O(M, 0). Then 0~ is an integral extension 
of y. We require OPxP(MP) = MP for all p E S. Since yP(MP) = MP , we 
therefore require x such that 
for all p E S. This may be written as 
xp(x) = e;lv,(x) mod e;yM,) 
for all x E Mp . Since xP and f?;lq+ act as the identity mapping on UP , a 
stronger condition is 
xp(x) = e&+) mod B;l(M,) n up’ 
for all x E proj Mp , the projection of Mp on 17,~. This is now a condition 
in U’- and its localizations. To apply the strong approximation theorem 
for rotations on U’-, we require dim UA = dim V - dim U > 3 and S 
to be an indefinite set of spots on U’-. Furthermore, we must have sufficient 
freedom of choice in 0 E O(V) and vP E O(M, , oo) to ensure that the 
spinor norm @,(e;‘& = 1 for all p E S. 8 may be changed by any element 
in O(W). Hence by [6, 101:8], if we assume Up’- is indefinite at all real 
spots, O(e) may be assigned any value in P. vP may be changed by any 
isometry in O(M, , oP) that fixes the elements of L, . Let LPI denote the 
orthogonal complement of L, in Mp and suppose Lol contains a modular 
component JP of Mp with r(JJ 3 2 for p nondyadic and r(JP) 3 3 for p 
dyadic. Then O,(& may be changed by any element in O,(O+(J, , or,)) > up 
(by [6,92:5,93:20]). 
First consider the case when F has class number 1. Let O,(~,,) = a$Pz 
for p E S. Then aP is a unit for almost all spots (in particular for nondyadic 
p with Mp unimodular). Let T C S be the finite set of spots for which 
ord, olP is odd. Choose /3 E o such that I /3 IP = / 01~ IP for p E T and 
IplP = 1 for YES- T. Then if we take 0 with S(e) =/I@, we can 
adjust each qP so that @,(& = flpP2 for all p E S. This gives 
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THEOREM 2. Let F have class number 1, L be a regular sublattice of the 
regular lattice M and v : L + M an isometry that extends to an element in 
O(M, , oP) for each p E S. Then q~ extends to an element in O(M, o) if 
(i) r(M) - r(L) 3 3, 
(ii) L, 1 is indefinite at each real spot, 
(iii) LP1 contains a modular component of MP with rank at least 2 
at each nondyadic spot and at least 3 at each dyadic spot. 
Remark. When F is the field of rational numbers Q and M is uni- 
modular, (iii) can be relaxed at the dyadic spot (denoted 2) as follows. The 
possible spinor norms at 2 are &l, f2, &3, f2.3 (viewed in Q,/Qz2). 
With K a binary unimodular 2-adic lattice, an easy calculation shows that 
@,(0+(K)) contains at least one of the four values f3, 52.3. Using an 
isometry from O+(K), therefore, we can adjust P)~ so that O,(v,,) has one 
of the values + 1, 62. Choose 0 such that o(e) E {+I, 52) (in Q/Q2) and 
@,(e,) = a,(&. For nondyadic spots we can now arrange that 
O+,(& = O,(e,). It suffices in (iii), therefore, to assume only that LPl has 
a binary unimodular component at each finite spot. 
Now let F have any class number but let M be a unimodular lattice 
with Q(M) C 20. Then qP E O+(M, , oP) has @,(qP) E w$‘~~ for all spots 
in S. For nondyadic spots this follows from [6,92:5], while for dyadic 
spots it follows from [6, Section 91B] and the fact that O(M, , op) is 
generated by symmetries, and isometries with spinor norm 1 [7,6.4]. 
Choose 6’ such that o(0) = 1. Now let LPA contain a unimodular com- 
ponent JP with rank at least 2 at all finite spots. Then, since Q&J c 20,) 
we have, using [6,93:11], that @,(O+(J, , oP)) = up . Hence we may 
arrange that O,(q+,) = 1, giving 
THEOREM 3. Let L be a regular sublattice of a unimodular lattice M 
with Q(M) C 20 and q~ : L -+ M an isometry that extends to an element in 
O(M, , oP) for each p E S. Then q~ extends to an element in O(M, o) provided 
(0 r(M) - r(L) 3 3, 
(ii) L, 1 is indejinite at each real spot, 
(iii) LPI contains a unimodular component with rank at least 2 at each 
finite spot. 
4. THE PRODUCT FORMULA FOR JV(M,N) 
From Theorems 1 and 2, if F has class number 1, 
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whenever the following three conditions are satisfied for all primitive 
representations y : N -+ M : 
(9 r(M) - r(N) 3 3, 
(ii) (q(N)): is indefinite for all p E 1;2 - S, 
(iii) (v(N)); contains a modular component of Mp with rank at 
least 2 (resp., 3) at each nondyadic (resp., dyadic) spot. 
We would like, however, conditions not dependent on the representations 
P 
We observe first that (ii) may be replaced by the stronger condition 
WP) + Wp) > r(N), pEQ-ss. 
Considering Witt decompositions of Mp and (v(N)), , we see that a 
sufficient condition for (ii) is 
@4p) - 4Np) > Op), 
where D, is an anisotropic kernel of (F(N))~ . This inequality reduces to 
that given [and is always satisfied at complex spots in view of(i)]. 
Condition (iii) is the most restrictive of the three conditions. To simplify 
the exposition, we consider here only the case where B(M, M) LZ o and 
(det N)o + (2 det M)r, = o 
(f. [4, Theorem lb]). With this restriction, at each p ES, either Np or Mp 
is unimodular. 
If Np is unimodular, (y(N)), is an orthogonal summand of Mp . Hence 
(iii) is satisfied at p E S if Mp has a modular (non-unimodular) component 
of rank at least 2 (resp., 3) for p a nondyadic (resp., dyadic) spot. Alter- 
natively, (iii) is satisfied if Mp has a unimodular component of rank at 
least r(NJ + 2 [resp., r(Np) + 31 for p a nondyadic (resp., dyadic) spot. 
Notice, moreover, for nondyadic spots with Np unimodular, we have 
X(Mp , Np) < 1, since the local Witt cancellation theorem is valid. 
We now consider the case where Mp is unimodular with p a nondyadic 
spot. Adjoin to Mp an anisotropic unimodular lattice L, such that 
Mp J- L, has maximal index m, say, and hence rank 2m. Then 
(~49, i LP c MP I LP . 
Put r((y(N)), J- Lp) = m + t. Consider first t >, 0. Using arguments 
similar to those in [3, Section 41, it is easy to show that (y(N)), I L, is 
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split by t unimodular hyperbolic planes Hj , 1 < j < t; these planes will 
also split MP 1 L, . We therefore have 
and 
where N,’ C MP’, r(M+,‘) = 2(m - t) and r(N,‘) = m - t. Condition (iii) 
for nondyadic spots is now satisfied if the orthogonal complement of NP’ 
in MP’ has a unimodular component of rank at least 2. But then 
(v(N)), 1 L, must have a unimodular component of rank at least 
2(t + l), and hence NP must have a unimodular component of rank at 
least 2(t + 1) - r(LP). Since 
r(Np) + r&J = m + t and r(Mp) + r&J = 2m, 
we have 2(t + 1) - r(LP) = 2(r(N) + 1) - r(M). Thus (iii) is satisfied 
at p provided NP has a unimodular component of rank at least 
2(r(N) + 1) - r(M). For t < 0, (v(N)); automatically has a uni- 
modular component of rank at least 2. Furthermore, in this case, 
Xr(N) + 1) < r(M). 
Collecting the above, we have 
THEOREM 4. Let F have class number 1, M and N be regular lattices 
with B(M, M) C o and (det N)o + (2 det M)o = o. Then 
provided 
(9 r(M) - r(N) 3 3, 
(ii) i(MP) + i(NJ > r(N)fir p E Q - S, 
(iii) if MP , p E S, is unimodular, then NP has a unimodular component 
of rank at least 2(r(N) + 1) - r(M), 
(iv) if NP , p E S, is unimodular, then either MP has a unimodular 
component of rank at least r(N) + 2 [resp., r(N) + 31 for p nondyadic 
(resp., dyadic), or MP has a modular (non-unimodular) component of rank 
at least 2 (resp., 3) for p nondyadic (resp., dyadic). 
Remark. For the situation we are considering with either MP or NP 
unimodular at each p E S, we have JV(M, , NP) < 1 at all nondyadic spots. 
6411414-2 
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Thus the terms for nondyadic spots only occur in the product formula to 
ensure the existence of a representation. Hence, if A’, denotes the set of 
dyadic spots, under the conditions of Theorem 4, if ii4 represents N, then 
We now consider the case where o is the ring of rational integers 2, 
M is unimodular and N is regular. Using the notation as above, it follows 
from [3, Section 41 that (v(N)), I L, is split by t unimodular binary 
isotropic planes even at the dyadic spot. By the remark following Theorem 2 
and a variation of the earlier argument, condition (iii) is now satisfied at 
the dyadic spot provided NP has a unimodular component of rank at least 
2@(N) + 1) - r(M). We therefore have, using 2 and cc to denote the 
dyadic and real spot, respectively, 
THEOREM 5. Let M be a unimodular Z lattice and N a regular Z lattice 
with B(N, N) 2 Z. Then 
provided 
(i) r(M) 3 W(N) + 11, 
(ii) i(M,) + i(N,) > r(N). 
Proof. We need only observe that (i) ensures A’(M, , NJ = 1 for 
nondyadic spots, since B(N, N) C Z. 
When r(N) = 1, this gives essentially the main results in Wall [8] (if we 
also add the local 2-adic conditions in [3]), and for r(N) > 1, the results in 
[2]. However, both [2] and [8] allow N to be singular. 
Finally, let F have any class number but take M unimodular with 
Q(M) C 20 and N any regular lattice (with B(N, N) 2 0). Locally, at the 
dyadic spots, Mp is now a sum of hyperbolic planes and possibly one copy 
of the anisotropic binary plane A(2,2p) (see [6,93:11,93:18]). By an 
argument similar to that at the nondyadic spots in the proof of Theorem 4, 
we can show that condition (iii) in Theorem 3 is satisfied at the dyadic 
spots provided Np has a unimodular component of rank at least 
2(r(N) + 1) - r(M). Furthermore, if a primitive local representation of NP 
by Mp exists, it is essentially unique, since the local integral Witt extension 
theorem is valid under the conditions MP unimodular and Q(MP) C 20, 
(for example, this is essentially shown in [3]). Hence Jlr(Mp , Np) < 1 for 
all p E S. This gives 
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THEOREM 6. Let N be a regular lattice and M a unimodular lattice with 
Q(M) C 20. Then 
provided 
J’“(M, N) = n 4Mp, Np) d 1 
PES 
(0 r(M) - r(N) 3 3, 
(ii) i(Mp) + i(Np) > r(N) for p E fi - S, 
(iii) Np has a unimodular component of rank at least 2(r(N)+ 1) -r(M) 
at each finite spot. 
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